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Short Description

The EK-Annihilator Pro Square ILM is a dedicated server grade water block with 1U chassis compatibility
which was specifically developed for LGA 3647 (Socket P) Intel® processors. The core of the new CPU water
block was further refined to manage the growing heat dissipation of new processors and to further upgrade
connectivity options for server rack requirements. The new server/workstation-grade CPU block is 1U chassis
type compatible for use with server racks.

Description

The EK-Annihilator Pro Square ILM is a dedicated server grade water block with 1U chassis compatibility
which was specifically developed for LGA 3647 (Socket P) Intel® processors. The core of the new CPU water
block was further refined to manage the growing heat dissipation of new processors and to further upgrade
connectivity options for server rack requirements. The new server/workstation-grade CPU block is 1U chassis
type compatible for use with server racks.

The EK-Annihilator PRO water block features a total of 9 ports, which allow for versatile connectivity options.
Three ports located on the top are standard G1/4″ threaded and are intended for workstations and taller
server racks, while the 6 side ports, for low profile usage, are G1/8″ threaded.

This enterprise cooling solution is built for performance, reliability, serviceability and no compromises in
mind.  The  EK-Annihilator  PRO  water  block  meets  these  demands  with  top  thermal  performance,  and
unparalleled connectivity making it the perfect choice for liquid cooling high-density computing systems.

EK-Annihilator PRO water block features a precisely machined copper base (‘cold plate’) which is made from
purest copper available on the market and is treated with nickel electroplating. The top is made from CNC
machined from thick and sturdy black POM Acetal and the CPU square ILM and Square ILM hold-down
brackets are made of laser cut stainless steel.

Specifications

Intel® CPU socket compatibility:

- LGA 3647 (Socket P) Square ILM

Enclosed:

- EK-Annihilator Pro Square ILM CPU Water Block
- Necessary mounting screws, nuts, and washers
- 3x EK plug G1/4”
- 6x EK plug G1/8”
- 2x HFB Barb Fitting 6mm
- 2x HFB Barb Fitting 10mm
- 2x Barb clamp 6mm
- 2x Barb clamp 10mm
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- 6mm Allen key
- 5mm Allen key
- 4mm Allen key
- 3/16mm Allen key
- Thermal grease (1g)

Made in Slovenia - Europe!

PLEASE NOTE:

1U chassis compatibility is guaranteed only with side G1/8" ports being used.
The CPU block is equipped only with Square ILM mounting hold down.
This product should NOT be installed with any aluminum Fluid Gaming parts!

Additional Info
Material / Design / Color option

Nickel Acetal

Threads
G1/4

Sockets
Intel

Additional Information

Brand EK Waterblocks

SKU EK-ANNIHILATOR-PRO-SQUARE-ILM

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

CPU Series Intel LGA 3647

Block CPU Type Intel

Block Style Nickel-Acetal

Vendor SKU/EAN 3831109813904
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